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Responsible pricing at the Campaign

2009: From
transparent
pricing to
transparent
2008: Fair and
pricing as a responsible
pricing special
research
Affordable
area
prices

2010: Exploring
alternatives:
market based
approach –
Pricing,
efficiency and
responsible
profits
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2011: split
Transparency
and Responsible
Pricing

2013:
Certification
Standards 1.0:
peer based
approach –
Pricing,
efficiency

Responsible pricing. A price that is…
“Affordable to clients and sustainable for
MFIs”

“At the lowest cost for clients and reasonable
sustainable returns for MFIs”
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Smart Campaign v1.0 standards
“Pricing, terms and conditions will be set in a
way that is affordable to clients while allowing
for financial institutions to be sustainable.”
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Peer-based approach
Challenges:
• Construction of relevant peer groups
• “Distorted” markets (i.e., high priced markets)
• “Market leaders”
• Scarcity and data quality

Advantages:
• Objective
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2015: Project scope of work
Based on analysis of global pricing trends
Analyze if competition is driving prices down
Analyze pricing trends of market leaders
Provide guidance on how to construct peer groups
and when appropriate to use
Provide alternative to peer based approach
Provide suggestions on acceptable ranges of
performance
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Pricing Study
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Background
•

Study relied on the pricing framework outlined by
Rosenberg et. al. in 2013, separating price into
four components: operating expense, financial
expense, credit losses and profit

•

Study examined both quantitative data, including
MIX & MFT, looked at both components of price
(operating expense, profit, etc.) and drivers of
price shifts over time

•

Price trends were examined at both the MFI and
country level
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Findings
• Some commonly-assumed drivers of price
had no statistically significant impact on
price
• Level of competition (expressed as HHI)
• Market leadership (>20% market share)

• Price declines were driven by more
generic factors – loan size, institution
scale, population density, etc.
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Findings
• Pricing is driven by too many factors to be
assessed adequately by direct price-to-price
benchmarking
•
•

Two equally-priced products may not be equally
appropriate, depending on product attributes and
context
Peers may offer either too-limited set of
benchmarks or may simply be inappropriate as a
whole (e.g. excessively inefficient)

• Analysis focused on the drivers underlying
the price, including components driving its
largest, and to-date unexplored component:
operating expense
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Pricing (yield) around the world

Note that there is little geographic similarity, limited to a couple of contiguous
countries in a few regions (for ex: India & Bangladesh,
but not Pakistan)
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Smart Campaign v1.0 standards

“Pricing, terms and conditions will be set in
a way that is affordable to clients while
allowing for financial institutions to be
sustainable.”
Focus of the
study.
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An alternative to peerbased pricing analysis?
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Price components

Outside MFI control

Financial expenses
Profit
Credit losses

Under full/partial control
of MFI or its owners
Operating expenses
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What’s a responsible price?

• Consider below: same price, different components. Which
one is responsible?
Profit

Credit losses

Operating
expenses

MFI 1

Profit

Profit

Credit losses

Credit losses

Operating
expenses

Operating
expenses

MFI 2

MFI 3
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Price component: Profit
The moral dimension of price.
•
•

Argument 1: Some profit is necessary for sustainability,
but excess profit can be viewed as “profiting off the
backs of the poor”
Argument 2: To the poor person, price is price –
whether it goes to profit or OpEx is irrelevant

Assessing “appropriate profit” is a moral
judgement, NOT a quantitative one.
Profit
Credit losses

Operating
expenses

MFI 1

Profit

Profit

Credit losses

Credit losses

Operating
expenses

Operating
expenses

MFI 2

MFI 3
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Price component: Credit losses
• High credit losses may be due to poor lending
practices, but could also be due to temporary
market conditions
Assessment: taken into account in CPP2 –
Prevention of Over indebtedness.

• Low credit losses may be due to aggressive
collections or “ever-greening” of loans
Assessment: evaluated as part of collections
methodology.
Profit
Credit
losses
Operating
expenses

MFI 1

Profit

Profit

Credit
losses

Credit
losses

Operating
expenses

Operating
expenses

MFI 2

MFI 3
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Price component: Operating Expenses (OPEx)
• Measure of efficiency, but also business
context and nature of operations
• Smaller loans = higher operating expense
• Urban areas cheaper than rural ones
• Operating expense is the largest component of
pricing, and is also a black box
Measuring responsible pricing requires
benchmarking OpEx
Profit
Credit
losses
Operating
expenses

MFI 1

Profit

Profit

Credit
losses

Credit
losses

Operating
expenses

Operating
expenses

MFI 2

MFI 3
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Other Possible Pricing
Assessment
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Summary of steps
Preliminary steps:
• Adjust for compulsory deposits
• Check conditions for test validity

Tests:
• Test 1: Profit test
• Test 2: Operating expense test

Committee assessment
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Preliminary Step 1: compulsory deposits
If MFI has compulsory deposits, adjust loan portfolio
and assets before proceeding further:
•

Adjusted loan portfolio =
[loan portfolio – compulsory deposits]

•

Adjusted assets = [assets – compulsory deposits]

•

Recalculate Yield, OpEx, ROA, Avg Loan Balance,
Deposits to Loans ratio, and credit losses using the new
values of loan portfolio and assets

•

Perform these calculations for each year separately,
before calculating multi-year averages
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Preliminary Step 2: test data validity
Costs

Revenues

Profit
Financial expenses
Credit losses

Portfolio Yield over
Assets

Operating expenses

NOTE: although both financial expense and credit losses must be checked
here as part of the aggregate comparison; they are not subsequently assessed
on their own.
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Test 1: Profit
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Test 1: Benchmark profit
Use 3-year avg ROA (to reduce volatility)
<1%

Assess institutional sustainability

1-3%

Normal range

3-6%

Elevated range

>6%

High range

• If ROA is in elevated range, it may be offset
by lower-than-expected OpEx (see Step 3)
• For ROA at elevated or high range (which is
not offset by OpEx), assess use of profit
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ROA distribution (3-yr avg 2011-13)
Distribution of ROA (positive only)
89%
85%
80%
76%
69%
61%

97% 98% 99%
96%
93%

49%
34%
16%

0%

2%

4%

6%

8% 10% 12% 14% 16% 18% 20% 22% 25% 28% 32% 37% 52%

• 49% of profitable MFIs have ROA below 3%
• 76% of profitable MFIs have ROA below 6%
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ROA distribution (3-yr avg 2011-13)
• Most certified
MFIs are below
the ROA
thresholds, but
a significant
number are
outside.
• Note that the
chart DOES
NOT account
for compulsory
deposits
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Test 2: OpEx
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Building a benchmark for OpEx
•

Consider multiple factors simultaneously

•

Methodology: linear regression, which allows for
consideration of multiple factors

•

Factors included in the model met two criteria:
high predictive power for OpEx and relevant for
assessing expected OpEx
•

Predictive variables (e.g. staff/client ratio) were
excluded because they reflect MFI‟s own choices, not
rather than external factors
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Drivers of OpEx
Variable*
LN (average outstanding balance)

Explanation
Core measure of “price curve” as described by C. Waterfield. Here
used in natural log form, to closely approximate the curve

GNI per capita

Proxy for operating cost. Higher-income countries mean higher
expenses for same-sized loans.

Voluntary deposits-to-loans

LN (assets)

Rural population density
Borrowers per staff member
Avg Salary / GNI per capita
Portfolio / Assets
Write-off ratio
Degree of competition (HHI)
Market share

Credit bureau quality (Microscope)

MFI is a Cooperative

Deposit-taking institutions have significant deposit-related
expenses. These are included in the model to avoid penalizing
them unfairly.
Large institutions can (and should) realize economies of scale. This
metric allows the model to account for institution size. Value
expressed in log form to reflect diminishing returns.
All else equal, more densely populated countries are easier to
serve than sparsely-populated ones. Calculated as (total rural
population / total land area).
Standard efficiency metric
Higher salary levels relative to national averages mean higher
costs.
MFIs with high asset utilization face lower operating costs
High writeoffs often mean high costs from collections
No significant impact on OpEx.
Moderately significant and positive, implies possible monopoly
effect (high market share implies less competition to push
efficiency improvement)
Small downward effect on OpEx, but data not available for all
countries
Large & negative effect on OpEx (-11.8%). Coops appear more
efficient than other MFI types. Not included in model, since this is
simply an observation, not a useful predictive factor.

Included in
Model

Effect on
price

Y

↓

Y

↑

Y

↑

Y

↓

Y

↑

N

↓

N

↑

N

↓

N

↑

N

n/a

N

↑

N

↓

N

↓

N

↑
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MFI is a for-profit

Small, but significant effect on OpEx (2.4%).

OpEx Model
MIX Dataset
• Panel of MFIs with yield data 2006-2013 (inclusive)
• 284 MFIs, 45 countries, 2,124 observations
• MFIs selected according to minimal data quality (required fields
populated), and have at least 6 out of the 8 years reported

Model (Adj R2 = .40)*
OpEx = 0.7928661 +
[GNI per capita]*0.0000144 +
ln([Average outstanding balance]) * -0.053171 +
[Voluntary deposits to loans] * 0.0156794 +
ln([Assets]) * -0.0185402 +
[Rural Population Density] * -0.0002098
Better data from MIX (an aggregate multi-year file showing breakdown by
voluntary/compulsory deposits) may help refine the model, leading to some adjustment
of some factors.
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OpEx Test
Calculate according to predictive model
• If within tolerance (<6.5%), then no further
assessment needed.
–

Tolerance range flags MFIs that are significantly outside the
normal distribution (see next slide)

• If outside tolerance (>6.5%), explore possible
reasons not captured by model
– Is MFI operating in a low-security environment?
– Is MFI serving particularly difficult-to-reach clients?
– Is MFI serving an exceptionally under-privileged population,
requiring add-on services (youth, disabled, etc.)?

• If no suitable explanation exists, assess MFI
as inefficient.
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Difference between Actual vs. Predicted OpEx
87%

93%

62%
35%

• 85% of OpEx values are no more than .063 points above
predicted OpEx value (rounded to .065 in setting maximum
limit)
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1.49

0.46

0.38

0.33

0.29

0.26

0.23

0.2

0.17

0.14

0.11

0.08

0.05

0.02

-0.01

-0.04

-0.07

-0.1

-0.13

-0.16

-0.19

-0.22

-0.25

-0.28

-0.32

-0.37

20%

Model predicts OpEx with high accuracy

• Nearly all certified MFIs are below the maximum
limit
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Step 3: Final assessment
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Finalize Assessment
Pricing test is successful if:
• Both ROA and OpEx tests are below
respective thresholds
• ROA is above threshold, but is deemed
appropriate based on use of profit
• OpEx is above threshold, but is deemed
appropriate based on special factors
• Either ROA or OpEx are up to 3% above
threshold, but are offset by an equally or
greater gain in the other indicator
•

ROA is 5% (2% above threshold), but OpEx is
more than 2% below expected value
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Applied Example
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Example: Unnamed MFI
Indicators for test (average 2011-2013, MIX Market):
Yield

Cost components
Provision for
Portfolio Operating Financial loan
Yield on expense/ expense/ impairment/ Return on
Assets assets
assets
assets
assets
49.1%
35.9%
7.9%
1.8%
4.5%

However, the above figures don’t take into account compulsory
deposits, which average nearly 15% of GLP. The adjusted figures are as
follows:
Adjusted
Yield

Adjusted Cost components
Provision for
Portfolio Operating Financial loan
Yield on expense/ expense/ impairment/ Return on
Assets
assets
assets
assets
assets
55.7%
40.6%
8.9%
2.1%
5.1%

The adjustment increases both the yield and each of the cost
37
components.

Example, cont’d
We proceed to Test 1, Benchmark Profit.

ROA:
5.1%

•
•
•

<1%

Assess institutional
sustainability

1-3%

Normal range

3-6%

Elevated range

>6%

High range

The 3-year average ROA is 5.1%, within the elevated
range.
Additional check needed of this is offset by lower OpEx
If it’s not offset, then must determine if excess profit is
justified.
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Example, cont’d: Test 2, Operating Efficiency
Operating
Average Voluntary
Rural
expense/ Model GNI per outstanding deposits to
Population
3: OpEx
assets
OpEx
capita
balance
loans
Assets
Density
8.8%
40.6%
31.8% 9,995
324
0 17,921,029
13

•

We apply the OpEx model, which yields 31.8% operating expense
ratio.
•

Note again the adjustment for compulsory deposits, resulting in lower
avg. loan balance, lower assets, and a 0 deposits/loans.

•

The results shows that the MFI‟s 3-year average OpEx of 40.6% is
8.8% higher than the model OpEx of 31.8% -- above the acceptable
threshold (6.5%).

•

To qualify for further assessment, the MFI must provide additional
valid explanation that might explain the higher amount. For example,
this institution has significant non-financial services that should be
factored in during the assessment.
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Example: findings summary

Fair profit test

Operating efficiency test

X
(evaluate whether excess
profit is justified)
X
(evaluate scale/cost of
MFI’s non-financial
services)
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Alternative pricing model
•

Propose an assessment pricing framework aimed not at the
price itself, but at its underlying components: efficiency &
profitability

•

Quantitative framework based on predictive model (OpEx)
or pre-determined performance bands (profits) instead of
comparison to peers

•

Screening approach: scheme relies on a set of quantitative
frameworks to flag institutions whose price may be
potentially inappropriate

•

Define exceptions: final adjudication will still require
assessment of qualitative factors

•

Approach is more robust than relying on similar product
comparison of competitors, since the “similar” product
definition can be highly sensitive to variations
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Summary of different approaches
BENCHMARKING

Peer based

Non peer based

Challenges

• Construction of relevant peer
groups
• “Distorted” markets
• Scarcity and data quality

• Added complexity of factoring
in compulsory deposits in
predictive OpEx model
• Adoption of predictive OpEx
model
• Agreement on bands for profits
• Only at MFI level

Advantages

• Objective
• Can be at product level (APR)
if data available

• Does not rely on availability of
MFI level data
• Allows to set aspirational goals

PREDICTIVE ANALYSIS

Absolute

Screening

Challenges

• Defining the „right‟
performance bands

• Defining exceptions
• More subjective

Advantages

• Objective

• Allows to account for
complexity in pricing
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